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Abstract

The quadrupole tile calorimeters of KLOE (QCAL) are two compact detectors placed close to the interaction
point and surrounding the focusing quadrupoles. Their purpose is to increase the hermeticity of KLOE
calorimetry. Each QCAL consists of a sampling structure of lead plates and scintillator tiles with wavelength
shifter (WLS) fibers and mesh photomultiplier readout arranged in 16 azimuthal sectors. The arrangement
of WLS fibers allows the measurement of the longitudinal position of the showers from time of flight (TOF).
In this paper we describe the QCAL design and assembly and present preliminary results obtained with both
cosmic rays and photons from KL decays. The time and energy calibration procedures are also discussed
in detail.
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result in weight and thickness limitations. For this purpose we chose to max-

imize the photon detection eÆciency in the range between 20 and 280 MeV

(photons coming from KL ! �0�0�0 and KL ! �0�0). The minimum time

interval between consecutive bunch crossings at DA�NE is 2.7 ns. In order

to identify background contributions such as Bhabha scattering or machine

background, a time resolution of � 1 ns is also needed, and this in turn

requires a spatial measurement of the photon impact point. The optimal

QCAL shape consists of a hollow cylinder connected to a truncated cone,

�tting in the narrow space between the drift chamber inner tube and the

beam focusing quadrupoles (Fig. 1).

[Figure 1 about here.]

2.1 Preliminary studies

One of the major problems faced in the QCAL design was the need to

measure the impact point of the photon, since the inner face of the QCAL

is not accessible. To solve this problem, we chose to divide the calorimeter

radially into 16 sectors and to use optical �bers to collect the light inside each

sector of the calorimeter. By sharing the same �bers between two sectors, by

back-bending them from one sector to a non-adjacent other sector (Fig. 2),

the longitudinal coordinate can be obtained from the time di�erence of the

two collected signals.

Di�erent types of �ber calorimeters were studied. Following the KLOE

electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) scheme [1], a sampling calorimeter so-

lution with lead layers and scintillating �bers was �rst investigated. This

solution provides a large light output and good time performance. Unfortu-

nately, the large number of scintillating �bers in each sector (�1000) made

the back bending of the �bers for sharing purposes impossible. We �nally

made the choice of a tile calorimeter with a wavelength shifting (WLS) �ber

readout. This solution has a reasonably large light output and employs a

small number of �bers, which is mandatory to allow the back bending.

[Figure 2 about here.]

Simulation studies have been performed to determine the thickness of the

lead layers and of the scintillator tiles, in order to maximize the detection

eÆciency for a �xed total thickness of 5.2 cm. We chose 1 mm thick scintillator

tiles and 2 mm thick lead planes. For each sector we put �fteen scintillator

layers and sixteen lead layers, resulting in a depth of �ve radiation lengths for

normally incident photons. Averaging over the incident angle, the sampling
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ratio is � 4%, constant between 20 and 280 MeV, while the eÆciency is

shown in Fig. 3.

[Figure 3 about here.]

In this simulation, we cannot quote exactly the loss of eÆciency resulting

from WLS �ber light collection and, for this reason, it represents an upper

limit of the true value. Given the low energy of the photons and the relatively

small sampling ratio, particular care has to be paid to enhance as much as

possible the light output of the calorimeter. Several tests have been performed

in order to evaluate the best scintillator and WLS �bers. The light output

of the tile-�ber coupling was the most crucial point and it was investigated

for cosmic rays by means of the experimental setup schematically shown in

Fig. 4.

[Figure 4 about here.]

A (100� 20� 1) mm3 scintillator tile was coupled to two WLS �bers along

the two long thin faces. The �bers were simply air coupled to the tile, and the

scintillator-�ber assembly was wrapped with white Tyvek paper. The light

from the �ber was collected by a photomultiplier. In order to select cosmic

rays, a trigger was provided by the triple coincidence between the �ber signal,

a photomultiplier directly facing the scintillator on the face opposite to the

�bers output, and a third external scintillator counter. Table 1 summarizes

the light yields for the di�erent tested combinations of commercial scintilla-

tors and �bers. The best results were obtained with Bicron BC-408 coupled

to Kuraray Y11-200, which were then chosen for the subsequent tests and

for the �nal modules.

[Table 1 about here.]

From GEANT simulation both with photons and high energy muons,

we found that a cosmic ray was equivalent to a 75 MeV photon in terms

of visible energy inside the calorimeter. From this fact, using the measured

photoelectron (p.e) yields with cosmic rays and the fact that the simulated

sampling ratio is constant in the interesting energy range, one can infer a

calorimeter response to photons of dnp:e:=dE ' 0:5 p:e:=MeV.

Since the �bers are relatively long (� 2 m), their attenuation length is

important. In order to measure the �ber attenuation, we used the same setup

of Fig. 4 with di�erent �ber lengths. The results of these measurements are

shown in Fig. 5. The points are well �tted by a double negative exponential

with two attenuation lengths and relative weights quite similar for the three

tested �bers (R1 ' 0:4; �1 ' 50 cm; R2 ' 0:6; �2 ' 350 cm).

[Figure 5 about here.]
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The time resolution performance was studied using the setup of Fig. 6.

To simulate with cosmic rays a signal equivalent to a 20 MeV photon (lower

limit of the interesting energy range), four 1 mm thick scintillator tiles were

superimposed and read by bundling the eight �bers together. The length of

the eight �bers was chosen to be the one corresponding to the �nal QCAL

modules (' 2 m). Two photomultipliers 1 were used to collect the light from

each side of the �bers, and their signals were fed to an ADC 2 and a TDC 3 .

[Figure 6 about here.]

[Figure 7 about here.]

Since the photomultiplier gain was set to ' 2 � 106 and the output signal

was ampli�ed by a factor of 3, we can make the equivalence 1 MeV ' 0.5 p.e.

' 0.85 pC output from the photomultiplier. The results are summarized in

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The average time resolution is �(tz) =
1

2
�(t2�t1) ' 1:45 ns,

quite satisfactory for our needs. We also observed a clear correlation between

the time resolution and the signal amplitude. As expected, the time resolution

improves with increasing signal amplitude, the overall behavior being well

described by the �t �(tz) = 7=
q
Q(pC) ns = 205=

q
E(GeV) ps.

3 Construction

The QCAL, consisting of a 50 cm long truncated conical part in the inner

region closer to the interaction point and a 31 cm long cylindrical part in

the outer region, is divided into 16 azimuthal sectors. The �bers exiting from

the cylinder's end are brought onto photomultipliers (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). The

mechanical support consists of two 6 mm thick Aluminum half shells placed

around the inner quadrupoles, conical in the inner region and cylindrical in

the outer one. Aluminum ribs 2 mm thick, screwed to the two shells, separate

the 16 sectors. Each sector (Fig. 9) contains 16 absorber plates made of 2 mm

thick lead, alternating with 15 scintillator layers 1 mm thick. The scintillator

layers are divided into 3 equal tiles. In the cylindrical section the tiles have

rectangular shape while in the conical one the shape is trapezoidal. In each

layer, four 190 cm long WLS �bers run along the sides of the tiles. Several

tests with di�erent tile widths were performed in order to maximize the light

output and the scintillator layer homogeneity, the four �ber solution resulting

in the best compromise. Each layer of scintillator and �bers is wrapped in a

1 Hamamatsu R5946-02
2 Lecroy FERA 4300B
3 Lecroy 2228
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Tyvek paper sheet to increase light collection. The overall radial thickness is

5.2 cm (� 5:5 radiation lengths).

[Figure 8 about here.]

Since the �bers must readout on both ends to allow the measurement

of z, a bundle is shared between two sectors (Fig. 2 and Fig. 11). From

our simulation studies, a non negligible fraction (about 30%) of the photons

have showers extending into two adjacent sectors, while the number of events

with showers extending over three adjacent sectors is only � 4%. Therefore,

in order avoid ambiguities, each sector is connected to the �rst non-adjacent

sector (Fig. 2). This arrangement also allows a radius of curvature of the

�bers much larger than 4 cm, without any stress on the �bers. The 60 WLS

�bers of each sector (Fig. 10) are glued together, cut, polished and optically

coupled to the photomultipliers. The signal arrival time is measured at both

�ber ends and the longitudinal coordinate z is obtained from the equation

z = L � v(t2 � t1)=2, where L is 1=2 of the total �ber length, v is the light

velocity in the �ber, and t1 and t2 are the signal arrival times.

[Figure 9 about here.]

4 Readout and electronics

The photomultipliers have to operate in a longitudinal magnetic �eld of

about 0.6 T. For this reason we adopted \mesh-dynode" photomultipliers.

They have a quantum eÆciency of ' 23% and a gain of � 2� 106 without

magnetic �eld. At B=0.6 T a gain reduction of 60% is quoted [6]. To reduce

noise, a ground cathode con�guration is adopted, and, to increase reliability,

the photomultiplier base (Fig. 12) is just a passive resistor divider, while HV

decoupling capacitors and ampli�ers are positioned in a separate and more

accessible location.

[Figure 10 about here.]

A special triaxial cable (� 50 cm) is used to bring the signal, the high

voltage and the reference ground from the photomultiplier to the preampli�er

board, one for each channel. We selected a current feedback preampli�er 4

with a gain of three and a rise time of 2.5 ns. The output signal is sent

to a special splitter board producing a shaped signal for the ADC and a

discriminated one for the TDC [7].

4 Analog Devices AD8001
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5 Results

The QCAL calorimeters have been operational since the startup of the

KLOE experiment (1999), acquiring �rst cosmic rays and then machine

events. As expected, turning on the magnetic �eld causes a reduction of

the photomultiplier gain of about 60%. In spite of the fact that the position

of the photomultipliers is very close to the beam pipe and separated from the

preampli�er board, the average ADC pedestal root mean square is equivalent

to 1/20 of the MIP (minimum ionizing particle) signal.

5.1 Detection EÆciency

As already mentioned, the fundamental task of the QCAL calorimeters

is the photon detection eÆciency in the energy range (20 � 280) MeV. A

�rst measurement of the eÆciency has been performed using cosmic rays,

which deposit the same energy as a 75 MeV photon in QCAL. The drift

chamber was used to track the cosmic ray inside the QCAL with a precision

of ' 3 mm. Whenever the cosmic ray crossed one of the QCAL towers, we

looked for a TDC signal from the photomultiplier directly coupled with this

tower. The eÆciency of a single tower, plotted in Fig. 13, has an average

value of 98%. The eÆciency for receiving both the signals of the two joined

towers is 75%, and only for these events can we measure the z coordinate

from TOF.

[Figure 11 about here.]

For events for which z can be determined, a study of the cosmic ray

eÆciency versus the impact point z coordinate and the � radial angle has

also been performed (Fig. 14 and Fig. 15). From the �rst plot we can check

the right longitudinal position of the two calorimeters with respect to the rest

of the apparatus. The small peak at large z is due to the Cerenkov photons

produced in the photomultiplier glass.

[Figure 12 about here.]

In Fig. 15 the loss of eÆciency arising from the support ribs (4 mm thick)

between the towers is evident, in particular at � = 0Æ and � = 180Æ where the

junction of the two support half shells has a thickness of 16 mm of aluminum.

Events from e+ e� annihilations were used to measure the photon de-

tection eÆciency. Two types of events were considered: KL ! �0�0�0 and

KL ! �0�+��. The energy of the photons from the decay of the �0 is between

20 and 180 MeV. From this sample of events, we selected the ones with one

photon missing the EMC barrel or endcap. Then, reconstructing the direction
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of this photon from the KL kinematics, we looked for the events where the

missing photon was pointing to the QCAL. For these events, we then veri�ed

whether there was a hit in the QCAL with the correct time value. As a re-

sult, one gets a measured eÆciency �meas which is the product of two factors,

the intrinsic QCAL eÆciency � times a geometrical contribution �res result-

ing from the �nite resolution in reconstructing the missing photon direction.

The latter takes into account the inclusion of events where the photon did

not actually hit the QCAL. The result was �meas = �res � � = (63 � 3)%

and (70� 5)% for the �0�0�0 and �+���0 events respectively. The unknown

�res term can be evaluated via Montecarlo, applying the same procedure to

Montecarlo generated KL decays. If one can assume that �res = �MC
res , one

gets �res = 68% and 76.3% for the charged and neutral events respectively

and the �nal result � = (92� 4)% for both classes of events.

The accuracy in determining the photon impact point was determined

by arti�cially removing one photon from fully reconstructed KL ! �0�0�0

and KL ! �+���0, subjecting these events to the same analysis as the miss-

ing photon events and comparing the inferred photon coordinates with the

measured ones. The result was that the photon impact point is reconstructed

with an error of ' 15 cm for the charged events and ' 40 cm for the neu-

tral ones. The di�erent resolution values are in agreement with the di�erent

values of the �res predicted by the Montecarlo for the two classes of events.

A direct measurement of the photon detection eÆciency has been per-

formed using the radiative e+e� ! �+�� events (Fig. 16), where the kine-

matics of the  is well measured from the charged tracks [8]. These radiative

photons come directly from the interaction point and then cross the QCAL

calorimeter almost along the scintillator and lead layers. For this reason, the

photon eÆciency is lower with respect to the KL ! �0�0�0 events, where

the photons have a higher light yield in QCAL because of the more favorable

incident angle.

[Figure 13 about here.]

5.2 Time resolution

The time resolution �t can be measured by looking at the resolution along

the longitudinal coordinate z, since �t = �z=v, v being the light speed inside

the �ber. If t1 and t2 are the signal arrival times at the two optically joined

photomultipliers, we have z = L�v(t2�t1)=2 and t = (t2+t1)=2�L=v. Drift

chamber information is used to get the precise (�z ' 3 mm) position (zDC)
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of cosmic rays impinging on the QCAL. By comparing this position with the

one measured by the QCAL (Fig. 17), we can �rst determine the best values

for the light speed v inside the �bers and the half �ber length L. Fitting the

equation z = L� v(t2� t1)=2, we found a light speed v = (18:1� 0:3) cm/ns

and L = (98:9 � 0:1) cm. From Fig. 18, showing the di�erence z � zDC for

one QCAL, we get a value for the resolution �z = (16:0 � 0:3) cm with a

resulting time resolution �t = (0:88 � 0:2) ns. Taking into account that a

cosmic ray is equivalent to a 75 MeV photon in terms of energy deposit, and

that the calorimeter sampling ratio is constant in our energy range, we get

�t = 240 ps=
q
E(GeV). This value is in good agreement with the resolution

measured in the preliminary test, after accounting for the signal reduction

by the magnetic �eld. Fig. 19 shows the spatial resolution of the longitudinal

coordinate z as a function of the MIP measured energy.

[Figure 14 about here.]

[Figure 15 about here.]

5.3 Time and energy calibration

Time and energy calibration were both performed with cosmic rays. Time

calibration consisted of putting each QCAL tower in time with the KLOE

EMC, which was calibrated separately. The DC information was used to

determine the cosmic ray path between the EMC and the QCAL. The cosmic

ray tracks were required to cross two elements of both the EMC and the

QCAL (Fig. 20). Fig. 21 shows the time di�erence tQCAL � tEMC, corrected

for the computed cosmic ray TOF, for one QCAL tower. Two hours of normal

collision data taking allowed us to acquire enough events to perform a time

calibration with a resolution better than 100 ps.

[Figure 16 about here.]

From the preliminary simulation studies, the photon energy resolution

was expected always to be larger than 40% but, as pointed out before, the

main purpose of the QCAL makes energy resolution relatively less important

than eÆciency and time resolution. Consequently the energy calibration is

not critical. In order to �nd the right photomultiplier working point, several

cosmic ray runs were taken while varying the high voltage from 1700 V to

2300 V. In doing the cosmic ray selection, the incident angle of the cosmic

ray track was required to be smaller than 30Æ. Furthermore, the signal was

corrected for the e�ective path inside the tower. value An o�ine adjustment

was then performed to force the MIP peak value to be ' 60 MeV for all the
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towers (Fig. 23), as predicted by the MonteCarlo simulation. Fig. 22 shows

the typical Landau shape of the distribution, with a peak value at 60 MeV

and an average energy of 75 MeV.

[Figure 17 about here.]

6 Conclusions

The QCAL calorimeters of the KLOE experiment have been built and are

fully operational in the experiment data taking. Average detection eÆciencies

of 98% and 92% have been measured for cosmic rays and for photons of

KL ! �0�0�0 events respectively. The measured time resolution is �t =

240=
q
E(GeV) ps. The performance of the QCAL tile calorimeters shows

good agreement with the design parameters and preliminary tests.
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Figure 1. One side of the interaction region. Two permanent quadrupoles

are shown together with the surrounding calorimeter (QCAL).
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Figure 2. Artist's view of the upper half of one QCAL calorimeter. Fibers

connecting non adjacent sectors are shown schematically.
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γ Energy  (MeV)
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Figure 3. Photon detection eÆciency of the tile calorimeter (see text)

vs. photon energy from GEANT simulation.
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Figure 4. Experimental setup for the light output measurement. On the

left a top view is shown: The photomultiplier shown in the �gure was

used to measure the light from the �ber. On the opposite side, another

photomultiplier directly coupled to the scintillator tile was used as the

trigger. The tile and the two �bers are shown in cross section on the

right.
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t2 - t1  (ns)

σ = 2.909 ns

Figure 7. t2 � t1 distribution.

Figure 8. Time resolution �(t2 � t1) = 2�(tz) as

a function of the signal charge. The points are

well �tted by the function � = 14=
p
Q(pC) ns.
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Figure 9. A sector of the QCAL. Note the lead plates and the scintillator

layers divided into 3 tiles. Four WLS �bers run along the tiles. The scin-

tillator tiles and �bers are wrapped together in Tyvek paper to increase

light collection.
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Figure 10. Before cutting and polishing, the 60 �bers

of each QCAL sector are bundled together and glued.

Figure 11. The same �bers are used

to collect the light of two non adja-

cent sectors.
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram of the QCAL photomultiplier base
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Figure 13. Cosmic ray eÆciency for individual QCAL towers.
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Figure 14. Cosmic ray eÆciency as a function

of the impact longitudinal coordinate z. At

abs(z) ' 135 cm the small peak corresponds to

the photomultiplier position and is probably due

to Cerenkov light in the photomultiplier glass.

Figure 15. Cosmic ray eÆciency as a function of

the radial angle �. The loss of eÆciency at the

module separation ribs is evident, especially at

� = 0Æ and � = 180Æ.
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Figure 16. Photon detection eÆciency as a function of the photon energy

for the radiative e+e� ! �+�� events.
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Figure 17. z coordinate measured by QCAL ver-

sus the z calculated with the drift chamber track

for cosmic ray events. Each point is the average

value of several measurements.

(cm)

Figure 18. z � zDC distribution for QCAL A.

Since the drift chamber extrapolation has a res-

olution of about 3 mm, the width of the curve

is e�ectively the QCAL z resolution.
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Figure 19. Resolution of the longitudinal coordinate z as a function of

the measured energy.
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EMC

QCAL

cosmic ray

Figure 20. Schematic view of the KLOE

apparatus (cross section) with the EMC

calorimeter and the QCAL shown. The

cosmic ray that crosses the QCAL is used

to make energy and time calibrations.

Figure 21. tQCAL�tEMC distribution, cor-

rected for the time of ight of the cosmic

ray between the EMC and the QCAL and

the global EMC t0, for one QCAL tower.

The tower is well calibrated when the dis-

tribution is centered at zero.
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Figure 22. Energy distribution of the cos-

mic ray signals.

Figure 23. Cosmic ray energy (MeV) vs

tower number. The plotted values refer to

the peak of the Landau distribution �t.
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parenthesis the fraction of the scintillator light collected by

the �bers is given. 32
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Table 1

Number of photoelectrons (p.e) for the di�erent WLS �bers (two lines)

and scintillator (three columns) combinations. In parenthesis the fraction

of the scintillator light collected by the �bers is given.

scintillator

WLS �bers Bicron BC408 Bicron BC404 Pol.Hi.Tech.

Kuraray Y11-200 3.4 (21.8%) 3.1 (18.2%) 2.1 (18.7%)

Pol.Hi.Tech. S248 2.8 (17.5%) 2.8 (16.6%) 1.8 (16.2%)
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